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is the same, since it will depend on the pressure as well as th face.    No doubt the pressure at the moment of impact of a
is enormously greater than that exercised by the laces of the     11
On this point J   Richards, M.K, writes : ^ " The coefficient of effect m such machines (as rcvolvm* rollers ami reciprocating is as the area of the _a«-tinjt suri aces and the speed W1th which they each other.    I he mistake in respect oi the crushmg power of rofierfcomes -
from  (•onunindiiii'-  their cuvunilcrcntial   velocity   with   the  workino-  one _ that is  with the parallel velocity at which the surfaces approach and leave each other     that is   the yeloeitv at right angles  to the crushing surface. Richards elsewliere shows that a J31ake machine in this way actually outruns a revolving roller, although its crushing face (ravels more slowly than the periphery  of  the  roll      He  proceeds : ....... " The same   principle holds good
in respect to stamps, the crushing Kin-luces having a, parallel approach while with rotary machinery the approach is not pantile}, except on an imaginary line at the centre."                                                                               s
A point to be noticed is that, in machines which act by pressure applied on the principle of the lever, such as reciproca,ting-jaw crushers or rolls the whole force necessary to crush the lumps of quartz is transmitted to the fulcrum, this fulcrum being represented in the case of rolls by the bearin°-surface at the axle. The consequence, is that the frame must be made very strong and heavy, and the axle hearings attended to with «reat care if rapid wear is to be avoided.
The question whether gravity slumps can be, advantageously replaced by rolls or other machines for crushing material from about 1-|- inches to - inch diameter has again been revived recently. In certain cases, especially for soft ores, the stumps may be the less cflicient machine.. IT or hard ores such as those of the Rand, there is little prospect of stumps being' given up.
Ball Mills. Mills in which ore is crushed by iron balls have long been in use. In the earlier forms the. balls travelled round in a slot which they fitted loosely, the, crushing being efl'eHed partly by centrifugal force. The wear of tin*, balls soon interfered with the e.Ilicie.ncy of some of these machines, and none proved very successful. In later machines, a number of small balls enclosed in a. rotating drum crush the, ore. by falling from little shelves, and. this type has passed into extensive use for dry crushing in Australia and America..
The Krupp or A'/v////; (ii't'tufHiHYrk Ball Mill '•• lm,,s been highly successful. It consists ol a cylindrical drum rotated by belt-ing, but geared down by toothed wheels (see Kig, I.'JI). The interior of the. drum consists of from 5 to JO overlapping grinding steel plates, a, h, so arranged that the balls drop a few inches in passing from each plale to the next. The half, a, of the grinding plates is perl'orated with .1 inch tape-rod holes, and the other or main grinding half, /», is bent- inwards towards the axis to raise the balls above the next, succeeding plate. The crushed ore passes through the perforations in a, and falls upon a. coarse, sieve, ,1, constructed of finely perforated steel plates, which protect the outer lino sieves, K, of phosphor bronze or steel wire. ga,u/,e. The coarse, particles retained on both inner and outer sieves, which enclose the. crushing drum and. rotate with it, are returned by elevator plates, /, m, to the interior of the drum through perforated plates, M, guarding apertures between the grinding plates. The
1  .1. Richards, J*rtMtni'ti<tn ttf (ltil.il H mi Hit tvr in the (•tiff.fff »S7a*c.s% 1880, p. 369.
2  Sec "Ball Mill Practice at KalKooriie," von Berur-witx, M'nrf. JIT«//., 1911, 5, 139.

